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Material: Lesson planning and teaching 

FOR DISCUSSION AND EXCHANGE: 
(Self-)reflection on lesson planning and teaching 

School: 
Conversation with: 
Date: 
With your new teacher, discuss and exchange ideas based on the following prompts: 
OR  
Try to reflect on your own lesson planning and teaching: 

 How does your lesson planning differ from planning your lessons in your country of
origin?

 How do you include the curriculum/syllabus/standards in your lessons?

 How does your lessons reflect principles and best practice of effective learning?

 To what extent do you adjust your future lessons to take account of past
experiences?

 How do you fully engage all your students and hold their interest throughout the
lesson?

 What other evidence do you collect to determine if the learning objectives have been
achieved?

 What do you want me to focus on in your lesson planning or teaching?

 What would you like me to know about how you plan/design your work in the
classroom to make sure you develop as a teacher?

 Other:
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